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Chairperson’s address
Dear members and friends of MDI,
The year 2020 has been an extraordinary year for
Muscular Dystrophy Ireland and across every sector
of Irish society since the arrival of Covid-19 on our
shores in the early spring. Once more, it is to the
credit of our dedicated staff that despite the various
levels of lockdown, they continued to provide core
services and supports to our members across the
Zoom virtual platform, as well as by phone, text and
email. Indeed, our members have shown themselves
to be equally resilient and adaptable to the sudden
change in circumstances caused by the current
pandemic.
Notwithstanding the above, MDI launched our strategic plan for 2020-2022 just
before the arrival of Covid-19. This plan sets out our key priority to provide
members with supports and services in a fair and transparent manner. Obviously,
the first year of the plan has been severely disrupted but our priority remains the

same. There have been some unexpected positives in the rapid take-up of virtual
meeting-platforms such as Zoom, which has proved to be liberating and
empowering for many of our members in peer-to-peer support and engagement.
The Zoom platform has also facilitated the Board of MDI to conduct its business
over the year without disruption, albeit with Covid-19 presenting significant
challenges, not least to the conduction of the AGM. (See report of AGM on the next
page.)
A special thanks to Patrick Cassidy who deputised for the CEO for a few weeks
around the time of the AGM. We are delighted to welcome Elaine McDonnell back
since early October; we wish her the very best as she leads us into 2021 and out of
Covid-19 in the very near future.
Finally, on behalf of the Board and staff of MDI, may I take this opportunity to wish
you, your families and friends a safe and peaceful Christmas and a happy and
healthful New Year.
Go raibh maith agaibh go léir.
Dr John Roche
Chairperson
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A message from MDI’s Chief Executive Officer
Dear members and friends,
Welcome to our online newsletter!
2020 has been a really tough year for everyone. Our
world has completely changed. Covid-19 has changed
society and how we live in ways we couldn’t have
foreseen. Thankfully, there is light on the horizon

with the news of the production and roll out of
vaccines and we hope that 2021 will be a brighter
year.
During this difficult and challenging time, we have continued to provide our
services and credit for this is due to the staff, management and Board of MDI. We
will continue to provide support to meet your changing needs and we hope to
develop further well-being initiatives in 2021.

We thank you all for your support, especially with regard to fundraising. With
your help, we will make progress in everything we are doing.
I would like to take this opportunity to wish you and your loved ones a safe,
happy and peaceful Christmas and look forward to a better year ahead in 2021.

Elaine McDonnell
Chief Executive Officer
Muscular Dystrophy Ireland
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Report of MDI AGM, September 2020
MDI’s AGM had originally been scheduled for a date in May. However, due to
the pandemic, was postponed until September 2020 in order to facilitate the
auditors to complete their work and allow the Board and senior management
sufficient time to prepare for the AGM in a new format based on the Zoom
platform. Given there was still a degree of uncertainty surrounding virtual
AGM events, we opted for a hybrid meeting with a quorum of members
physically present and the remainder virtually present using Zoom.
The AGM took place on Saturday, 12 September 2020. It was held
successfully in this hybrid manner – physically at 75 Lucan Road, Chapelizod,
Dublin 20 and virtually by Zoom. The meeting itself was focused on the
normal business of an AGM. The resolutions before the members were
considered. Our draft constitution, as approved by the Revenue
Commissioners, was ratified unanimously and the board members were
elected by unanimous agreement.
At this point I would like to thank Grace Greene and Ephraim Purcell, who
both stepped down, for their many years’ voluntary service on the Board and

wish them well for the future. I would also like to thank the Finance
Administrator, Head of Services, Information Officer and all the administrative
and reception staff who made the AGM possible and who managed to prepare
an exceptional annual report despite onerous Covid-19 restrictions.

Dr John Roche, Chairperson
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Announcing Spotlight on Research –
special issue of MDI newsletter

We are delighted to announce that we will soon be publishing a special issue of
MDI’s newsletter focusing on research. One of MDI’s strategic priorities is to
support researchers and clinicians to carry out quality research into
neuromuscular conditions. This is an exciting time for MDI as we progress our
work to establish a registry of people in Ireland with neuromuscular conditions.
Having such a registry will mean that it will be possible for valuable medical data
to be made available for ethical research. Because neuromuscular conditions are
rare conditions, without a patient registry to gather patient details in one place,
finding enough patients for a meaningful trial can take years, delaying the testing
of potential therapies.
As part of our information service, we are also keen to bring you updates on
developments in international research and treatments. The Spotlight on Research
issue will include updates and information on:
•

Developing a registry of people in Ireland with neuromuscular conditions


Inviting members of MDI to be involved in the development of the
registry and why this is important

•

MDI’s Research Committee

•

Recruiting a Research Officer dedicated to progressing this work

•

Developments in international research, clinical trials and treatments

•

Breaking through the jargon – understanding what clinical trials are about.
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MDI member, Carol Brennan tells us how her son,
Isaac, is getting on with Spinraza treatment for
spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) type 2

Isaac, Luke, Carol and Philip Brennan, and of course, Santa!
Could you tell us a little about yourselves / your family?
My name is Carol and I’m married to Philip. We have two beautiful boys, Isaac eight
and Luke six. We live in Kilkenny City. Our eldest son, Isaac, has spinal muscular
atrophy (SMA) type 2 and he started Spinraza treatment in November 2019.

What does Spinraza mean for Isaac?
Spinraza means so much for Isaac. It is a game changer treatment and is helping
Isaac in his everyday life.
How often does the treatment take place?
Isaac attends Temple Street (Children’s Health Ireland at Temple Street) every four
months to get his treatment.
How is Isaac getting on with the treatment?
Since starting Spinraza, Isaac is improving every day. His upper body strength has
improved greatly. His handwriting has improved dramatically and he has a lot more
energy. He is not tired any more when he comes home from school. Isaac hasn’t
had a cold or chest infection in over two years. I can’t remember the last cold he
had. Isaac has gained weight since starting treatment and is much healthier overall.
What has the whole experience been like for Isaac and your family?
It has been a very positive experience for Isaac and us as a family.
Did Covid-19 have an impact on being able to receive the treatment?
Even during the Covid-19 pandemic, his treatment was not interrupted. He
continues to receive his treatment every four months.

Do you have to travel far or stay overnight? How do you manage that?
Isaac’s treatment is completed in the day ward at Temple Street. We travel up from
Kilkenny by car on the day and we are home on the same day. We are managing it
quite well.
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Update on MDI advocacy and networking
We have been working hard to make sure the issues and concerns experienced by
members are brought to policy and decision-making tables. And we continue to
advocate for members’ rights and entitlements at local and national levels relating to
education, housing, social welfare, employment and health services. Many of these
issues have become more complex during the pandemic and we have been networking
with other organisations to progress the interests of members.

Social protection and Covid-19
• As a member of Disability Federation of Ireland (DFI), MDI has been feeding in
concerns and issues experienced by MDI members since the start of the pandemic
for DFI to raise at meetings with government agencies and committees, including
the HSE National Stakeholder Committee on Covid-19 and the National Public Health
Emergency Team (NPHET) sub-group on medically vulnerable people.
• In June, we made a joint submission to the NPHET sub-group on medically
vulnerable people, alongside Cystic Fibrosis Ireland and DFI. The submission was
about social protection and people at higher risk of Covid-19. It highlighted how
medically-vulnerable people and their families were caught between public health
advice to cocoon and the economic need to earn money to support their family. We
urged for high-risk individuals and family members who live with them to be given
economic support to enable them to protect their health and lives by continuing to
stay home. We recommended that that the Pandemic Unemployment Payment
(PUP) or Covid-19 enhanced Illness Benefit continue to be paid, and/or be extended
to all high-risk people with disabilities and the family members who share a
household with them and who cannot return to work due to their health status and
the need to follow public health guidance.
• MDI’s Chairperson also wrote to key government ministers to draw their attention to
this submission to NPHET prior to a cabinet meeting.
• Later in June we also formed part of a broader alliance of organisations that sent a
letter to the Minister for Employment and Social Welfare concerning the social
protection of high-risk groups. We appealed to the Minister to either extend the
COVID-19 enhanced Illness Benefit payment of €350 per week to those unable to
work during the COVID-19 pandemic due to their ‘extremely medically vulnerable’
status, or to make special alternative arrangements so that people advised to
cocoon who could not work from home would have access to a payment at this rate.
Unfortunately, despite these efforts neither campaign yielded a positive result.
• We also let DFI know of issues coming up for MDI members so that they could raise
them at a meeting in September with the Irish Congress of Trade Unions’ (ICTU)
Disability Committee about people who are at high risk in relation to Covid-19 and
return to work.
• We were also able to bring members’ issues to a roundtable meeting on Covid-19:
Challenges in the area of social welfare and the workplace for at-risk groups, that
was organised in October by Community Law and Mediation, Coolock – an
independent law centre.
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The Irish Wheelchair Association (IWA) launched the latest edition of its ‘Best
Practice Access Guidelines: Designing Accessible Environments’ in November. The
organisation surveyed almost 1,000 people for this edition and found that:
•

77 per cent of people with physical disabilities have poor or no access to public
spaces and amenities because of issues with pavements, parking, pedestrian
crossings and more
•
66 per cent of people reported difficulty accessing public buildings, which
include healthcare, retail and leisure facilities
•
68 per cent of people experience inadequate toilets, lifts, emergency exits and
parking machines in public spaces
•
63 per cent said that they often faced poor or no accessible public parking at
public buildings
•
73 per cent said they often faced steps to the main entrance of public
buildings.
The Access Guidelines set the standard for accessibility in Ireland across
construction, housing, public amenities, retail, tourism, hospitality and sport. The
IWA has urged those involved in planning, building and design to adopt them, so
that all people with disabilities can live the life they choose.

While it is a central part of anyone’s independence is to have a home, currently,
there is no minimum standard for wheelchair accessible housing in Ireland. This is
because part ‘M’ of the building regulations provides only for ‘visitable housing’ and
not housing that a person with a wheelchair could live in. The IWA has called for an
urgent review of The Building Regulations (Part M Amendment) Regulations 2010.
We fully support the IWA’s call for the regulations to be reviewed to include
wheelchair accessible housing design, with due regard to its access guidelines, so
that the accessibility standard for new builds would be higher and ultimately bring
much needed new stock of wheelchair accessible housing to the housing market.
The IWA’s Best Practice Access Guidelines: Designing Accessible Environments’ is
available to download here (iwa.ie)
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MDI Support Services
developments and updates

Due to the global pandemic, this year MDI Support Services has had to be creative

and come up with new ways of working so that we could still offer a high level of
support to our members and maintain strong connections. Throughout, we have
held members’ safety of greatest importance and in line public health advice.
Our Family Support team is located around the country and provides a wide range
of information and support to members with muscular dystrophy and their families.
We offer a supportive, listening ear for members to discuss and explore issues of
concern. Since March, we have moved to providing a lot of support by phone – just
as a support helpline would run – as well as substituting virtual meetings for our
usual home visits and meetings with members, their families and professionals.
Over the last few months, we have been:
• Checking in with members and providing emotional support
• Supporting members to access counselling
• Supporting members to access personal assistants
• Organising virtual events where members can connect with and support one
another
• Helping members get the hang of using IT and online tools such as Zoom
• Supporting members on many ongoing issues including: health packages,
finances, entitlements, accessing equipment, bereavement support to members
and families, back to school queries, health treatments, contacting local

authorities about securing accommodation and getting adaptations to people’s
homes.

Your support needs during the pandemic
The areas on which members needed the highest amount of support during the last
few months were emotional support and the impact of social isolation. We carried
out a membership support survey in April and received 167 responses. When
members were asked, “How can MDI best support you and your family during the

Covid-19 crisis?”, the most common thing members told us was that they felt
reassured to know MDI’s Support Service was there if they needed and that they
were happy with regular or occasional contact and reminders that MDI are there.
29 per cent of respondents specifically mentioned this. Statements included “Just
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knowing there’s support
available is great”, “Having a
backup if things go wrong”,
“Keep doing what MDI have
been doing”, “MDI are
fantastic” and “Doing a great
job”.

Counselling
When members require more
robust emotional support than
our Family Support Workers

can provide, MDI provides
short-term counselling of up to
12 sessions free of charge with
a counsellor of their own
choice. Our Family Support
team also advocates with

MDI Zoom Youth Club

external agencies for members who
may require longer-term counselling.

Since March there has been an increase in members requesting MDI’s counselling
services because of the increase in anxiety during the pandemic. We have approved
13 counselling requests in the last few months. Some of the counselling has been
carried out by phone, some of it virtually.

Personal Assistant service
We have also been running essential Personal Assistant services to our members. We
have provided a total of 382 hours of short-term emergency Personal Assistant
support during the last few months. MDI provides short-term access to Personal
Assistants on an emergency-relief basis, depending on members’ needs and

resources available to MDI. Our Personal Assistants support members in their home
as well as in a variety of out-of-home settings in the community. This service
supports both a person with muscular dystrophy and their family members to
maintain physical health and emotional wellbeing. Our Family Support team also
advocates for members who may require personal assistants for a longer period.

Keeping young members connected
Our Youth Workers have also had to come up with new, creative ways of keeping
young members connected. MDI Youth Workers work directly with children and young
people with muscular dystrophy and their families. They too are located around the

country. We provide an opportunity for our young members to get together with their
peers but also with friends in the wider community, to form friendships, share
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experiences, have fun, and build confidence and self-esteem. MDI Youth Workers
have been providing a lot of one-to-one phone support and virtual home visits with
young members. They have been running virtual competitions and youth clubs every
fortnight with different age groups under 18, as well as with our Young Adult
members.
Here is a flavour of some of the events that the Support Services have been running:

Virtual activities for adult members
Since April we have been running regular members’ get-togethers on Zoom known as
’Tea Rooms’ and ’Coffee Mornings’. These are informal support spaces that give
members an opportunity to come together, share stories and stay connected. We

have run 20 of these events. They are facilitated by Family Support Workers.
1.

In June, we ran a national Bingo event for adults and 20 members participated.
Members said, “It was nice to see other MDI members from around the

country”, “I have never met anyone else in MDI and I am delighted to be taking
part”, and “Great prizes”.
2.

In July, we ran a national Quiz for adults and six members took part.

3.

In September, we ran a Parent Support Group and four members participated.

4.

In October, we ran a Murder Mystery event for adults and 27 members took
part. 92 per cent of participants who answered our feedback survey said they
would attend this kind of event again and when asked what they enjoyed most

about the event, they said, “The actor playing the detective, the interaction with

other members and the fun”, “Good fun and nice to meet new people, especially
younger people”, and “Seeing people and having a laugh”.
5.

In early November, we ran two Self-care and Mindfulness workshops on Zoom
and 16 members took part. 100 per cent of participants said they would do this
kind of workshop again and when asked what worked well, participants also
said, “It was perfect – really helped – great service”, “Would love if it was more

regular”, and, “Very relaxing and I learned how to do some self-care”.
6.

In late November, we
ran two information
workshops on ‘Benefits
and Entitlements for
People with Disabilities’
facilitated by Citizens
Information. 100 per
cent of participants said
they would do this kind
of workshop again.
When asked what

worked well,
participants also said, “It was

The O’Leary family playing Zoom bingo in Kerry.
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great to be able to get the
information you wanted
quickly and easy”, and, “To
know what u were entitled
to – which is very important
because some people don’t
know what they are entitled
to in the first place. These
workshops are great.”

Virtual activities for
younger members

The Delaney family, Cork, modelling their designs for MDI’s
Crazy Glasses competition.

Since April, we have been running virtual youth clubs fortnightly with different age
groups, facilitated by MDI Youth Workers. We have held:
•

21 youth clubs with members aged under 12 years

•

17 youth clubs with members aged 12-17 years

•

23 youth clubs with members aged 18-25 years as part of the Young Adults’
programme.

The under 18’s youth clubs are a
mixture of fun, games, singing,
dancing, quizzes, bingo, riddles,
Halloween-themed magic, arts
and crafts, prizes and more. The
Young Adult events are a
mixture of games, quizzes and
peer-to-peer support chats.
Parents and children told us in
their feedback, “My child is

already planning and thinking of
riddles for the next Zoom youth
club!”, “Excellent and fun”.
We have also organised online
competitions for young
members, such as, MDI’s crazy

Keane (green hat) celebrating his sixth birthday in lockdown
with his brother Ryan at home in Cork.

glasses competition, comic book
competition, virtual Easter egg hunt and murder mystery event.
You can read about what some members have to say about their experiences of
taking part in these activities later in this newsletter.
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Christmas events and activities
As MDI cannot run Christmas events and activities this year in the way that we
usually do, we have packed the December calendar with the following
Christmas events for members, guaranteed to bring us all together for some
much-needed fun to end what has been a most unusual year. MDI Family
Support Workers and Youth Workers facilitate the events alongside the event
hosts.
1.

MDI adults’ Christmas party, comedy gameshow event

2.

MDI adults’ Christmas party, twelve games of Christmas event

3.

MDI family fun Christmas party for children and their families

4.

Christmas virtual under-18’s youth club with musical bingo

5.

Christmas virtual young adults’ quiz club

6.

Virtual members’ get-togethers, such ‘Tea Rooms’ and ‘Coffee Mornings’
continue to run on a needs-basis throughout December. Contact your local
Family Support Worker for more information.

Support Services in 2021
We are really looking forward to returning to more face-to-face contact with
members, hopefully in the New Year. We can assure you all the safety
measures, guidelines and staff training have already been put in place to
ensure the safety of all members. For more information on any of the above,
please don’t hesitate to contact your local Family Support Worker. If you are
unsure who your Family Support Worker is, contact the Information Officer on
mdiinfo@mdi.ie or 086 0293789.

Members tell us about their experiences of taking part
in MDI online youth activities
Recently, we had Zoom chats with some members asking them about the MDI
online youth activities and this is what they had to say…
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Can you tell us a little bit about yourself?
My name is Layla, I am from Longford and I am
eight years old. I like playing with my toys and my
little brother. I love playing hide-and-seek with my
other brothers and watching TV. I also have a new
puppy called Bella.
What have you liked most about the MDI Zoom
activities?
I loved the Halloween party; it was really fun. I
liked the magician, but I did cop on to some of his
tricks. I also love the Zoom bingo, it's a really fun
game that I don't usually get to play but I get to
play it with my MDI friends. I have never won it –
I had three numbers left the last time, but I lost
internet connection! I like all the Zoom activities
Layla, aged eight from Longford because it's great fun and you get to meet new
people from all over the country.
You also entered the MDI Christmas card competition, didn’t you?
Yes, I did and I won in my age group and I was so happy!
What would you say to someone who might be thinking of getting involved in the
MDI Zoom activities for the first time?
I would really recommend it. It's very good. I love it and can talk to other kids and
people from around the country. My advice to other kids is don't be nervous because
it's lots of fun.
What have you missed most in the last few months?
I miss not going to school and seeing my friends. I miss my teacher and SNA as well.
What has been good?
I liked my Mammy teaching me at home. She's a good teacher.
What are you looking forward to?
I am looking forward to going back to school and to getting my ears pierced.
What did you like doing with MDI before Covid?
I loved the science workshop, going to the shopping centre, bowling and the cinema.
We went for pizza in Milano’s on the last trip and it was so gorgeous! This is what I
would like to do again if I was planning the next youth club!
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Can you tell us a little but about yourself?

My name is Tommie and I am 13. I like
Lego, power soccer, swimming, art, video
games and PlayStation. I like playing
creative games like Minecraft.
What MDI online activities have you taken
part in?
I have taken part in the Zoom youth clubs,
the bingo games, and the comic book writing

competition which I won! And I won prizes in
bingo too! It was also lovely to get the prizes
in the post!
What have you liked most about the MDI
Zoom activities?
My favourite thing has been meeting new
people and making new friends. I have a

Tommie, aged 13 from Kildare

new friend, David, and we play PlayStation

together now online. I also liked the fun

quizzes and bingo. I liked the Halloween trick-or-treat bags we got and the bingo
prizes. I got to show everyone the Lego things I made.
What would you say to someone who might be thinking of getting involved in the
MDI Zoom activities for the first time?
It’s fun and you get to meet new people, people who you never met before and
you get to do good activities. It is also something to look forward to and very
social.
Are you involved in any other virtual/online/Zoom events?
Not really. The only other thing apart from the MDI youth clubs was a quiz with
my power soccer team.
Has anything positive come out of the lockdown and restrictions for you?
I learned how to use Zoom and how to do more things on my computer.
What are you looking forward to doing with MDI when restrictions are lifted?
Going to the cinema and meeting up with the people I met on the Zoom youth
clubs.
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Can you tell us a little bit about yourself?

My name is Matthew, I am 19 and I live
in County Meath. I enjoy watching TV,
gaming, computers and looking after my
four dogs. I am currently studying film
and TV production. This is all being done
online at the minute because of Covid.

What MDI online activities have you
taken part in?

To date, I have attended MDI youth
clubs, bingo games and the murder

Matthew, aged 19 from Meath

mystery event. They were amazing. They
are so much fun and its really nice to

meet up with other people. I have met new people while taking part in these
events and also got to interact with members who I already knew.

What has been your favourite online activity with MDI so far?
The murder mystery event is the best thing I've ever done!

What would you say to someone who might be thinking of getting involved in
the MDI Zoom activities for the first time?
To anyone who hasn’t tried the MDI Youth events, it is really fun and the people
are so nice. The Youth Workers and other members make it fun and it gives you
something to look forward to.

Are you involved in any other virtual/online/Zoom events?
Apart from a college WhatsApp group, the MDI events are my only social outlet
because of the restrictions.

Has anything positive come out of the lockdown and restrictions for you?
One positive thing to come out of these restrictions is that I got to meet new
people on the MDI Zoom Youth Clubs.
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Feedback from parents about MDI’s online youth activities
“During COVID restrictions, both kids, Aoibhinn and Aaron engaged with MDI
online youth services. It gave a structure to their week that they missed being
absent from school. They knew that Friday was their Zoom call and during the
week they prepared for whatever they had planned from the previous session.
It might have been coming up with riddles, jokes, songs or dances to share with
their online MDI buddies. It was a welcome distraction for them. Both kids went
on separate devices, which gave them their own freedom and independence for
the call. MDI Youth Workers were super at moderating and giving all involved
an equal voice (a much-needed skill for an online platform to succeed!). It was

obvious the games, tasks, quizzes and discussions were child-led which made
the Zoom calls such a success.
I am very grateful to have been able to avail of the services that the Youth
Workers provided during COVID restrictions. Both of my children thoroughly
enjoyed being part of the Zoom sessions and Mammy thoroughly enjoyed the
undisturbed hour to herself.”
Aisleen Delaney

“I think the Zoom calls were great. Tommie always came away with a smile and
didn't feel so isolated. Thanks for all you do, you all make such a difference to
all the kids.”
Miriam Thornton

“When we were in lockdown at the start, and now again, I felt a bit anxious
about the kids not being able to interact with other children in the usual way,
like meeting up for summer camps and days out with MDI.
However, the Youth Team have all been excellent with running bingo events for

them and even hosting quizzes for the grown-ups! Most recently we had a
Halloween party over Zoom where they got dressed up, watched Halloween
short movies and even had a magician perform. The party lasted an hour and a
half, and all from the comfort of our own sitting room. (They also loved the
treats that were sent in the post in advance!)
We are looking forward to many more Zoom sessions like the Christmas Party,
which we’ll be able to enjoy from the comfort of our own homes!”
Caroline O’ Leary
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MDI staff update

This year we said farewell to two of our MDI colleagues, as Youth Workers, Ciara
Martyn and Amy McInerny, finished up in their roles. MDI would like to thank them
both for their brilliant work in supporting young members and their families during
their time with us, Ciara in the South East region, and Amy in the Dublin/East
region. We also want to acknowledge their contribution to the MDI staff team, and
in particular the Support Services Team during their time with us. Their energy,
ideas and enthusiasm with be missed by us all, and we hope all members will join
us in wishing both Ciara and Amy the very best for the future. We would also like
to acknowledge the sterling contribution made by Sinead Gillespie, Family Support
Worker, during her time with MDI and send her our very best wishes. Sinead
carried out really valuable work in the community in the North West and provided
wonderful, committed support to people with muscular dystrophy and their
families. We are looking forward to welcoming new people on board in 2021.
We also said farewell for now to our colleague, Michelle Corrigan, Respite
Administrator, who left on maternity leave in the Spring. Michelle and her husband
Tomás have since welcomed baby Hannah into the world and everyone at MDI
wants to share our congratulations and best wishes with them and their families.

In August, Ewa Flood joined MDI providing maternity cover as Respite
Administrator. We want to again welcome Ewa to the MDI team and also thank
her for all the great work done so far.
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MDI member, Eileen Gormley, tells us about taking
part in MDI’s online activities for adults
We had a chat recently with Eileen Gormley about her experience of taking
part in MDI’s Zoom activities for adults and this is what she had to say:
Can you tell us a little bit about yourself, Eileen?
My name is Eileen Gormley and I am from County Galway. I enjoy listening
to music and taking part in a percussion band playing different rhythm
instruments, keeping the beat going. I also love nature. I go for walks with
my PA which I enjoy. Mindfulness is also an important part of my life – I find
it very beneficial – and I enjoy alone time. I also really enjoy meeting people
and linking in with others.

What MDI online activities have you taken part in?
To date, I have taken part in the national bingo event, regional support ‘Tea
Rooms’ and the mindfulness workshop. I really enjoyed the bingo event as I
got to meet other members from all around Ireland. However, as there was a
lot on the Zoom, the stopping and starting made me a little impatient.
I also took part in the mindfulness workshop which I really enjoyed. The
facilitator was very good and patient. Personally, I practice mindfulness
regularly. I would have liked if there was some meditation incorporated into
the workshop, and this would help putting the theory into practice.
Can you tell us what you like about taking part in the virtual Zoom events?

I really enjoy the Zoom events. The technology side of things can be
challenging at times, but it is good to try something new and keep connected
with other members and MDI staff. I can be quite shy and it can be daunting
to put myself out there which made me a little nervous at the start. But the
benefits are that friendships can be formed and relationships strengthened.
It is a useful way to get to know other members, especially those from
around the country. Having a staff member on the Zoom is lovely, as it is
important to have a familiar face on the national events. It takes the edge off
it. I really enjoy the regional support chat rooms – ‘Tea Rooms’. There are
four of us on those. I prefer the smaller groups. I feel that we can cover
more things. We can discuss things like day-to-day events and life events. It
is a supportive environment and it is easier to connect.
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What would you say to other members who were thinking of taking part in
virtual events?
I would encourage other members to get involved in the virtual events. It is
important to keep connected, especially during Covid-19 when we may all feel a
little isolated. If the member felt apprehensive, I would suggest starting small,
like getting involved in the regional support ‘Tea Rooms’ first. If there was
anything that I could do to encourage them I would. If they had any questions, I
would be available to speak to them and give them feedback.
Have there been any positives for you that have come out of the Covid
experience?
The MDI regional support ‘Tea rooms’ are really enjoyable. It helps prevent
feelings of isolation and it is a method of linking in with members and staff. I
also link in with the Irish Wheelchair Association and take part in quizzes. In
March, I felt things were a little bit easier as the weather was better. I enjoyed
getting out in the fresh air. I think I also have more awareness around the
simple things in life. I have an appreciation for nature, especially the birds
singing and the trees. It makes me feel good. Also, the way that we are extra
mindful about hygiene is a good thing. There are lessons to be learnt. Change
does not always mean negative things. It is an opportunity to alter our thinking
and get back to basics. There can be a lot of pressure in society, and this is an
opportunity to relieve the pressure a little.
What are you most looking forward to once things return to normal?
Hugs and kisses. Human contact. Shaking hands. These are things that are very
important to me. Also, I am looking forward to being able to visit people again.
What events/activities would you like to see happen with MDI after Covid-19?
I would like to see the MDI annual camps resume. I would also like to see more
mindfulness workshops being held. I love poetry and would like an opportunity
to do something around this. The opportunity to meet other members would be
great. Perhaps also to resume regional support coffee mornings in Galway/
Oranmore would be nice. There is an event called ‘Trad on the prom’ in Galway
that would be great to attend. Also, an organised lunch/shopping trip in Athlone.
I prefer to be in small groups.
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Competition to suggest a new
name for future MDI
newsletters
The unexpected Covid-19 pandemic meant that most of our staff were working
remotely from home throughout 2020 and it therefore wasn’t practical to
produce, print and post newsletters to members as we would have done
previously, which was regrettable. Since last March, we have been putting more
emphasis on communicating with our membership through phone calls, emails,
social media, our website and Zoom, the latter of which being a new and
unfamiliar platform for many of us! If one good thing must be said about this
pandemic, it could be that it has taught many of us how to stay connected in a
new and ‘virtual’ world.
The imminent rollout of vaccinations for Covid-19 is great news and hopefully
before too long we can all get back to normal. In the meantime, and for the
foreseeable future, MDI will produce an online newsletter twice a year, as well as
more frequent news-update emails to members. (These will also be posted on
our online and social media platforms).

Initially, these two communications will be known as the ‘MDI Newsletter’ (the
downloadable, twice-yearly publication) and the ‘MDI Online News Update’ (a
more frequent email mailout to members).
Can you think of more creative and/or appropriate names for both of these new
forms of communication? If so, send them to mdiinfo@mdi.ie. There will be a
small prize for the winning suggestion so get your thinking caps on. We look
forward to hearing from you.

Remembering
passed members
MDI has been notified of the passing of a number of our members in 2020. We
would like to extend our deepest sympathies to the families and friends of all
bereaved members of MDI. We would also like to remind you that MDI will
always be here for you should you require any support or information in the
future.
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Home from Home Apartment
Despite the various
restrictions associated with
the Covid-19 pandemic, we at
MDI wish to remind members
that you can still book MDI's
Home from Home Apartment
for hospital appointments.
You can make a booking for
the Home from Home
Apartment by emailing Owen
on owen.collumb@mdi.ie.

Transport and equipment loans
Our Transport Service is still operating a limited service and we can transfer
members who arrive in Dublin from all over the country to attend appointments.
Our driver can collect members from train stations, Busáras, as well as from your
overnight stays at the MDI Home-from-Home Apartment and other
accommodation.
We have a range of equipment that is still available to members on a short-tomedium-term loan basis. The equipment includes hoists, slings, shower chairs,
ramps, powerchairs, manual wheelchairs and pavement scooters.
You can arrange transport or an equipment loan by emailing Darren at
darren@mdi.ie.
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MDI fundraising
Unfortunately, it wasn’t possible this year to hold a number of MDI fundraisers,
including our annual draw to win a Harley Davidson at the motorbike rally,
Ireland Bikefest. But despite the extraordinary challenges we experienced, we
have still been able to run some of MDI’s fundraising campaigns.

LoveMDI Valentine’s Chocolates
campaign
The campaign was a great success this year
thanks to the brilliant support of members
and friends of MDI. As well as selling LoveMDI
Valentine’s Chocolates to raise funds, this
campaign also aims to promote and share the
positive life experiences of MDI members and
their families, fostering a positive attitude
towards living with muscular dystrophy.

If you’d like to send some cheer to a loved
one in February, especially when we are still
keeping safe, you might like to send a little
gift of LoveMDI Valentine’s Chocolates?
Information on how to order the chocolates will be available on MDI’s website
closer to the time.

Christmas fundraising campaign
We’re feeling really proud of MDI’s unique
Christmas cards this year which have been
designed by MDI members. The six
fantastic designs were selected from
entries submitted by members of all ages
in a competition. We want to thank
everyone who took part and sent us their
designs. And our big thanks to all who
have been selling and buying them to raise
funds for MDI!
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This year, MDI’s Christmas Coffee Mornings have gone online. We have been asking
members, families and friends to organise their own virtual coffee morning and to
‘Have a Mince Pie for MDI’ together while we still remain apart. During the event we
have been asking everyone to pick up their phone and text to donate to MDI.

Community fundraisers during 2020
While Covid19 has brought many changes and challenges, it has also brought out
the best in people who have rallied around individuals, communities and
organisations in need. MDI will be forever grateful for the support received
throughout the year from community fundraisers and all the individuals who held
online fundraisers and donation appeals on our behalf.
These fundraising efforts all took place under the various and ever-changing health
and social restrictions throughout the year, that no doubt will have been difficult to
navigate, both personally and collectively. However, it is a testament to the great
resilience, creativity, and generosity of our friends and communities that all of these
events and fundraisers were such great successes and helped to raise funds for MDI
in 2020. Thank you everyone!
While there were too many to mention them all, here is a flavour of some of the
fundraisers that were organised in 2020:
•
•
•

•

Miles for MDI organised by Lynn Devoy and Erin’s Isle Senior Camogie team,
Dublin.
Kildorrery GAA held a 19-hour Race against Covid-19, raising funds for MDI
and Brú Columbanus House, Cork.
Padraig Keane and Tom Regan completed a fundraising challenge of a 100km
cycle and climb of Knockboy Mountain on the Cork/Kerry border.
The Waterford Golf Classic was held successfully again in 2020. The event also
commemorated Mr Johnny Matthews who was a leading figure of the Waterford
schoolboy football community which plays a key role in supporting the event.
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MDI 2021 Fundraising Appeal
We need your support more than ever in 2021 so that we can continue to
provide vital services to MDI members. We are constantly amazed by the
creativity and ingenuity of members in coming up with ideas for fundraising. If
you would like to discuss any fundraising ideas or find out further information
about MDI fundraising events, email patrick@mdi.ie. We’d be delighted to hear
from you!

VHI Women’s Mini Marathon – 6 June 2021

Do you want to say goodbye to 2020 and start 2021 with a positive goal? We are
encouraging members and friends of MDI to take part in the VHI Women’s Mini
Marathon for Muscular Dystrophy Ireland. It will take place on Sunday 6 June –
the bank holiday weekend. We are confident that the VHI Women’s Mini
Marathon will be running as a physical and/or virtual event. We will be
announcing sign-up details on our website and social media platforms closer to
the event. In the meantime, if you’d like to get started on your training, you can
find training plans for three different levels of fitness on the following link
https://www.vhiwomensminimarathon.ie/how-to-train. Or if you’d like to take on
a different challenge involving running, walking or using your wheelchair, we’d
also be thrilled.
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Launch of Assistive Technology
resource
‘AT Hive’ is a new resource brought to you by AHEAD and DAWN (the Disability
Advisors Working Network) that aims to raise awareness about Assistive
Technology (AT) in the education and employment sectors.
AHEAD is an independent non-profit organisation working to create
inclusive environments in education and employment for people with disabilities.
The main focus of their work is further education and training, higher education
and graduate employment.
AT Hive has about 50 examples of free and paid AT that can help with reading,
writing, organisation, recording, communication, collaboration and more. These
assistive technologies come in many forms like apps, websites, software,
devices as well as in Office 365 and Google Workspace, to just name a few. If
you are new to AT, or have used some AT already, then explore AT Hive to see
the wide range of technologies that are available that can help people in many
ways.
If you use AT and want to share a technology with some tips, just download
the AT write up template. It takes a few moments to fill in the information and
your insights can be shared with the AT Community.
You can visit the AT Hive on this link https://www.ahead.ie/ATHive
Find the #ATHive in Twitter and email Trevor.Boland@ahead.ie if you have any
questions about AT Hive.
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Contact details
National office
Muscular Dystrophy Ireland,
75 Lucan Road, Chapelizod,
Dublin D20 DR77
Telephone:
Freephone:
Email:
Website:
Facebook:
Twitter:

+353 (0)1 6236414
1800 245300
mdiinfo@mdi.ie
www.mdi.ie
www.facebook.com/mdiireland/
@mdi_ireland

MDI Family Support Workers
Mid-West
Limerick, Clare, North Tipperary
Tracy Griffen
Mobile: 086 3879159
Email: fswmidwest@mdi.ie

South East
Carlow, Kilkenny, Waterford,
Wexford, South Tipperary and Laois
Marie Kealy
Mobile: 086 6066107
Email: mariek@mdi.ie

West, North West and Midlands
Galway, Mayo, Roscommon, Donegal,
Sligo, Leitrim, Longford, Westmeath
and Offaly
Una Sadler
Mobile: 086 3899286
Email: fswwr@mdi.ie

North Dublin
Sinead O’Brien
Mobile: 086 6066105
Email: sineadob@mdi.ie
South Dublin Coast, South West
Dublin, Wicklow and Kildare
Shane O’Byrne
Mobile: 086 3830966
Email: fswdublin@mdi.ie

North East
Cavan, Monaghan, Louth and Meath
Linda Murray
Mobile: 086 3834428
Email: nefsw@mdi.ie
South
Cork and Kerry
Lynne Dennehy
Mobile: 086 3899266
Email: southern_region@mdi.ie
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Season’s Greetings
from all at
Muscular Dystrophy Ireland
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